2021 Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation (LCTHF)
Photo Contest
Information and Rules

- The photo contest will take place between January 1, 2021, and April 30, 2021. Winners will be announced by June 15, 2021.
- There are four LCTHF-appointed judges. Judges will be announced prior to the submission cutoff date.
- Photos submitted to the contest must be taken within the Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail corridor or at other Lewis and Clark historic sites.
- Contest is open to non-professional photographers only
  - Photos must be submitted in high-definition format
  - Photos must be taken by the person who is submitting them
- All photographers will agree to the LCTHF’s right to use submitted photos for any and all LCTHF promotional and membership materials at no charge to LCTHF. Photos will also be used on Social Media platforms.
- The categories for this contest are:
  - Landscape; People on the Trail; Historic Lewis and Clark Sites; Public Lewis and Clark Art; Flora and Fauna;
- LCTHF members may submit up to 2 photos each in up to 3 categories
  - LCTHF will verify all memberships are current before accepting submissions
- LCTHF non-members may submit 1 photo each in up to 2 categories. Non-members can become members of the LCTHF and have the same submission privileges as members.

By signing this form, I affirm that I have read and agree to the contest rules above. I understand that if my photo is chosen as the winner, any false statements, omissions, or other misrepresentations made by me on this application may result in the photo submissions’ dismissal.

__________________________________
Name (Printed)

__________________________________
Signature

__________________________________
Date

This completed form can be sent to Sarah Cawley at director@lewisandclark.org, or mailed to:
LCTHF; PO Box 3434; Great Falls, MT 59403